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Getting the books Highland Shifters Box Set now is not type of challenging means. You could not without help going following ebook stock or
library or borrowing from your associates to admittance them. This is an unconditionally simple means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This
online revelation Highland Shifters Box Set can be one of the options to accompany you like having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. agree to me, the e-book will totally aerate you further event to read. Just invest tiny time to right of entry this on-line
proclamation Highland Shifters Box Set as skillfully as evaluation them wherever you are now.
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Heart of the Highland Wolf - Terry Spear 2011-06
Praise for Seduced by the Wolf: "With just enough wolf detail and
werewolf lore, this action-packed story crackles with mystery, adventure,
violence, and passion." -Library Journal It's a matter of pride... Modern
day werewolf laird Ian MacNeill reluctantly allows a film production
company to use his castle, but he knows his secretive clan has a big
problem when a beautiful red werewolf female who insists she's working
on the film keeps showing up in the wrong places... and a matter of
pleasure... Julia Wildthorn is not who she says she is-she's sneaking into
Argent Castle to steal an ancient relic for her grandfather and to do
research for her next werewolf romance novel. When she catches a
glimpse of Ian, she realizes he's the perfect hero... Praise for Legend of
the White Wolf: "A thrilling, engaging, wonderful ride." -Seriously
Reviewed "Romance, adventure, and a paranormal twist...If you like your
werewolf stories with a bit of a bite, then pick this series up now." -Night
Owl Romance (Reviewer Top Pick)
Redeeming Vows - Catherine Bybee 2013-01
For her own safety, Lizzy McAllister is forced to bow to the medieval men
who surround her when she's thrust back in time to the sixteenth century
against her will. She agrees to combine forces with him to rid Scotland of
the evil witch, Grainna. Tearing down the solid walls the woman has built
around her won't be easy, but Fin's willing to do anything to keep her by
his side. When a spell cast by their deadliest foe throws them forward in
time, will they manage to find their way back in time to save their family
from peril? And will Lizzy willingly stay in his time, or abandon him
altogether?
Seduced By Moonlight - Laurell K. Hamilton 2004-02-03
I am Meredith Gentry, P.I. and Princess Merry, heir to the throne of
Fairie. Now there are those among me who whisper I am more. They fear
me even as they protect me. And who can blame them? I’ve awakened
the dazzling magic that’s slumbered in them for thousands of years. But
the thing is, I can’t figure out why. My aunt, the Queen of Air and
Darkness, is no longer distracted by her usual sadistic hobbies. Her
obsession has turned unwaveringly to me. The mission to get me
pregnant and beat my cousin Prince Cel to the crown is taking longer
than expected. Even though I spend each night with the Queen’s Ravens,
my immortal guards, no child has come of our decadent pleasures. But
something else is happening. My magic courses through me
uncontrollably. And as I lock my half-mortal body with their full-Sidhe
blooded ones, the power surges like never before. It all began with the
chalice. I dreamed of it, and it appeared, cool and hard, beside me when
I awoke. My guards know the ancient relic well—its disappearance ages
ago stripped them of their vital powers. But it is here with us now. My
touch resonates with its force, and they’re consumed with it, their Sidhe
essences lit up by it. But even as they cherish me for this unexpected
gift, there are those who loathe me for it. Me, a mongrel, only half fey
and part mortal. The Unseelie court has suffered for so long, and there
are some who would not have it weakened further by an impure queen.
My enemies grow in number every day. But they do not know what I am
capable of. Nor, for that matter, do I. . . . In Seduced by Moonlight,
Laurell K. Hamilton brings the dark, erotic reign of the immortal fey to a
startling new depth. Full of sensuality and the consuming anticipation of
latent powers unleashed, this world of gods, shapeshifters, and immortal
souls is unveiled in all of its supreme magnificence and its treacherous
deceits.
Kisses to Steal - Tilly Wallace 2017
One kiss at a time, he plans to steal her heart. Ianthe Wynn is weary of
life as a courtesan and longs for quiet green pastures to raise horses.
Her biggest problem is her distinct lack of cash and a chilling new

Highlander Ever After - Jennifer Ashley 2016-11-22
Scotland 1820 When Zarabeth of Nvengaria is in danger, her cousin
Prince Damien knows there's no safer place he can send her than to his
old friend Egan MacDonald and his castle in the remote Scottish
Highlands. Egan has loved Zarabeth since the day she kissed him in her
father’s house five years ago, his young friend having blossomed into a
beautiful woman. Since then, Zarabeth has married, but she recently
discovered that her husband was a treacherous plotter, ready to
overthrow her cousin Damien and take over Nvengaria. She slips away at
great risk to herself and informs Damien, who sends her to Scotland, in
the company of a half-logosh called Valentin to protect her, out of reach
of her cruel and vengeful husband. Egan finds Zarabeth a rigid shell of a
woman. He undertakes to strip away the layers she’s been forced to
wear, to expose the true, spirited, beautiful Zarabeth he’d known. At the
same time, Zarabeth is determined to show Egan how much she cares for
him—has always cared for him. She also comes to life in the castle whose
beams are likely to fall on her, and which is supposedly under a curse,
where Egan’s cousins, sister, nephews, and neighbors swarm at will,
returning joy and laughter to Zarabeth’s world. Egan’s nephew Jamie is
determined to marry Egan off so Jamie won’t have to inherit, and recruits
Zarabeth to help him. Zarabeth falls in love with Castle MacDonald and
its inhabitants and never wants to leave—curse or no curse. Zarabeth
grows interested in the curse and its history—anything magical
fascinates her. She herself has a magical gift, inherited from her
Nvengarian mother—she can read thoughts, which was how she learned
of her husband’s treachery. But there is one person she’s never been
able to read—Egan MacDonald, the Mad Highlander, the man she’d give
her heart to, and her entire life if he wished it …
Highland Dragon - Genevieve Jack 2020-12-08
Sometimes the things that keep us safe hold us captive. She longs for a
better future. Avery Tanglewood has had enough of rearranging her life
for the sake of others. After years of prioritizing her family over herself,
she’s ready to strike out on her own, even if she’s not sure what she
wants to do with her life. If only she was brave enough to face the
backlash the truth will bring. He’s a prisoner of the past. For hundreds of
years, Xavier has used his dragon magic to protect his Highland clan
inside a pocket of space called the builgean. Thanks to his unique
magical abilities, generations have enjoyed peace and prosperity while
cut off from the modern world. But when a fairy trickster captures him
and claims his throne, his refuge becomes his prison. Can they free each
other from the chains that bind? Avery agrees to journey into the
builgean to persuade Xavier to help with the crisis in Paragon, but she
finds a mysterious stranger in his place—a problematic complication,
considering she can’t leave the pocket without Xavier’s assistance.
Worse, although she finds the missing dragon, he refuses to return to the
outside world without winning back his land and his clan. And the longer
Avery spends in Xavier’s world, the harder it is to remember why she
should return to her own. * * * Topics: dragon shifter romance series,
paranormal romance dragon shifters, romantic fantasy dragon shifters,
fantasy romance, romance fantasy, dragon shifters, shapeshifter
romance series, witch romance series, paranormal romance witches,
romantic fantasy witches, fantasy romance witches, romance saga,
romantic suspense, romance series, romantic family saga, new release,
shapeshifter romance with sex, romance ebook, top romance reads,
bestselling, contemporary fantasy in Scotland, urban fantasy in Scotland,
Highlanders, HEA, Genevieve Jack, Genevieve Jack dragons, magic, love,
strong heroine, alpha hero, steamy romance, emotional romance, new
adult paranormal romance, forbidden romance, romance fiction, top
ebooks in romance, top ebooks in paranormal, romance books, romance,
award winning romance Perfect for fans of Alisa Woods, Christine
Feehan, Jessie Donovan, M. Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison, Gena
Callahan, Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna Craig, Michelle M. Pillow,
Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews, Jayne faith, Renee
highland-shifters-box-set
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patron. There's also the matter of the youth lounging in her parlour with
his feet on the furniture and the promises in his gaze that she can never
accept. Quinn Muir might be the only wolf unable to shift, but he knows
his mate when he spies her. He just needs to break through the wall she
has constructed around her heart. Winning a bet and moving into her
house for a week should do it, one kiss at a time. But demons lurk in the
shadows and they are reaching for Ianthe. Quinn must rescue her before
her heart and life are lost forever... A Regency paranormal romance with
shifters, magic and manners. A mashup of Jane Austen and Buffy the
vampire Slayer that is perfect for fans of Mary Robinette Kowal, CJ
Archer, Bec McMasters and Charlie N. Holmberg. Keywords: Regency,
regency romance, gaslamp, historical fantasy, paranormal romance,
shifters, werewolves.
The Wolf Wore Plaid - Terry Spear 2021-04-27
An overprotective wolf meets his match in the Scottish Highlands of
today... Heather MacNeil has never backed down from a fight. So when
some shady shifters from a neighboring enemy clan come looking for
trouble, she refuses to feed their satisfaction. There's only one wolf that
makes her go soft... For packmate Enrick MacQuarrie, the work as
second-in-command never ends—as the feud ignites, clan security is
more vital than ever. But a certain unpredictable, feisty Highland lass is
determined to stand up to the aggressors, and Enrick is equally
determined to protect her. The action builds as Heather and Enrick grow
closer, but will they be willing to sacrifice their wild friendship for true
love? Praise for the Highland Wolf series: "Will leave readers longing for
a Highlander of their own."—Romance Junkies "The chemistry is so
sizzling it's a wonder the pages didn't start smoking."—Paranormal Kiss
"Another shining example of exactly why Terry Spear is the queen of
shifter romance."—Night Owl Reviews
Highland Burn - Victoria Zak 2014-07-20
Will Love's Flame Quench the Dragon's Fire? ... The past never stays in
the past, it rears its ugly head eventually. James the Black Douglas
knows this all too well. With a past that has left him vengeful and his
dragon blood thirsty, his reputation as a ruthless warrior haunts his
enemies in their sleep. As his allegiance stands with Robert Bruce, the
King of Scotland, he must now repay a debt to the king and agrees to
marry his daughter, Abigale Bruce. The problem is he doesn't want a
wife. When flames start to burn out of control between him and the
auburn-haired lass, he must decide to either kindle the flames of passion
or shelter her from the truth and set her free. It's What Shines in the
Dark That Brings Forth Your True Light... Determined to keep his
daughter safe and out of the hands of the English, Robert hides Abigale
behind the safe walls of a nunnery. After eight long years of living her
life in seclusion, Abigale is finally set free. But her new found freedom
comes to an abrupt halt when she learns of her betrothal to the infamous
Bogeyman - James the Black Douglas. She soon finds herself falling in
love with the uncontainable and haunted man. Is her love enough to
soften his hardened heart?
Highland Wolf Pact Boxed Set - Selena Kitt 2015-09-06
Only one wild heart can claim another... The entire bestselling Wolf Pact
Series in one giant collection from New York Times bestselling author
Selena Kitt. These Scottish wolf shifters will carry you away, steal your
heart, and leave you breathless and aching for more! Three full-length
novels in one book. HIGHLAND WOLF PACT Sibyl Blackthorne isn't
afraid of anything-except maybe being sold into marriage to a man she
doesn't love. A man she's never even met. A man who, by reputation, is
one of Scotland's cruelest lairds in over a century. But when a big,
brawny, long-haired man, who only speaks to her in Gaelic and calls
himself Raife, simply picks her up and carries her off with him into the
Scottish wild, Sibyl knows she's in trouble. COMPROMISING POSITIONS
Kirstin has never been out of her den before, but now one of her pack is
seriously injured-he may even be dying. Desperate to help, she falls right
into a dangerous trap. When Donal MacFalon turns those steel blue-grey
eyes her way, she realizes she's facing something far more dangerous in
this man than any trap. BLOOD REIGN Bridget was an orphan girl raised
by wulvers in a secluded wilderness temple to be its priestess and
guardian, but now the outside world has found her. Griff is the Red
Wulver, the prophesize liberator of his pack, and finds Bridget in his wayan obstacle he's not sure he wants to overcome.
Highland Moon (Werewolf Shifter Romance) - Mac Flynn 2017-02-07
The Scottish Highlands blow a changing wind over Muira, a young
woman and the newest servant at Castle Campbell. Her work leads her
down many of the shadowed passages of the aging keep, and she hears
rumors about the laird's dead son, the handsome Tristan. The dark night
leads her astray and she travels down the forbidden north wing passage
highland-shifters-box-set
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to a deliciously sensual surprise, and her future.
Rejected - Jaymin Eve 2021-05-19
A new paranormal romance from Wall Street Journal and USA Today
bestseller Jaymin Eve. My father made a terrible mistake. One I'm left
paying for. As a wolf shifter growing up in a strong pack, I should be
living my best life. But after my father tried to kill our leader, I'm
labelled an outcast, traitor, less than dirt. When I can't take pack life any
longer, I run, but apparently they don't like losing their punching bag.
Torin, the leader's son, drags me back before my first shift... a shift that
will reveal my true mate. I never could have predicted who mine would
be, but the moment my wolf looks upon him, I'm filled with hope for a
brighter future. Afterall, no one ever rejects their true mate, right?
Wrong. Very wrong. When the wolves attack, my soul screams for
vengeance, and somehow I touch the shadow world. Somehow I bring
him to our lands. The Shadow Beast. Our shifter god. The devil himself.
Turns out being rejected by my mate was only the beginning. *If you like
sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough
heroine and an antihero, this is for you. Rejected is full length (100k)
words, is book one in Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a
cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual
situations.
Wild Highland Magic - Kendra Leigh Castle 2009-05-01
"With a strong, compelling plotline, engaging dialogue, an intriguing cast
of characters and toe-curling sexual tension, WILD HIGHLAND MAGIC is
a joy to read from start to finish."—Romance Junkies When Scottish
Highland werewolf Catrionna meets the gorgeous, tortured Bastian, her
long suppressed animal instincts kick in-and she must have him. And
she'll take on every demon that torments him, with or without his help.
Growing up in America with a father who hates his own nature,
Catrionna MacInnes has always tried desperately to control her powers
and pretend to be normal. Now her father has brought her and her
sisters to Scotland to reunite with the pack they fled years ago. Bastian
an Morgaine has found sanctuary among the MacInnes werewolf clan but
no relief from the soul-searing curse that haunts him. The minute Cat
lays eyes on Bastian, she knows she's met her destiny. In their first
encounter, she unwittingly binds him to her for life, and now they're both
targets for the evil enemies that are out to destroy their very souls.
PRAISE FOR CALL OF THE HIGHLAND MOON: "Sweeping readers
along from upstate New York to the Scottish Highlands, Call of the
Highland Moon tells a werewolf tale with a mysterious origin. Ms. Castle
develops likeable characters, adds danger-filled mystery to a steamy
romance, and keeps reader's interest to the revealing end."
darquereviews.blogspot.com "A great pick for readers who like their
supernatural romances funny, seductive, and light on gore."
wordcandybooks.blogspot.com "Nice and steamy. Props for good writing
and an interesting world." kristiej.blogspot.com
Highland Moon Rising - Sarah Makela 2014-10-17
A kitten in a werewolves’ lair… A Highland reunion... After months of
trying to rescue her werewolf half-brother Colin who was abducted by
evil research scientists, wereleopard Caitlyn has come home to Scotland
to console her sibling. But her problems are far from over... Red in tooth
and claw... Still heady and wanton from the power of last night’s full
moon, Caitlyn is in mortal danger. Werewolves have little respect for
other shifters, and she’s trapped and caged at the Scottish Pack's HQ
and at the mercy of Alistair—the vicious wolf who fathered Colin and
abused her mother, and who’s capable of murder… The sweet smell of
arousal... Her scent can save her, or kill her. Dougal, the Pack’s new
Alpha, hungers to strip her naked and satiate his fiery lunar lust. But he
also senses this beautiful feline with clover-green eyes that shine through
the bars of her prison with burning desire is nearing the end of her
strength. Will he deny his dominance, and the moon’s lingering power, to
be the protector she needs? The Cry Wolf series #1 - The Witch Who
Cried Wolf (available now) #2 - Cold Moon Rising (available now) #3 The Wolf Who Played with Fire (available now) #4 - Highland Moon
Rising (available now) #5 - The Selkie Who Loved A Wolf (available now)
#6 - The Leopard Who Claimed A Wolf (available now) #7 - TBA (coming
March 2020)
Highland Wolf Pact - Selena Kitt 2014-10-06
Sibyl Blackthorne isn't afraid of anything—except maybe being sold into
marriage to a man she doesn't love. A man she's never even met. A man
who, by reputation, is one of Scotland's cruelest lairds in over a
century.But what choice does she have, with her father dead and her
uncle now married to his brother's widow, putting him in charge of not
only the Blackthorne fortune, but Sibyl's future as well?Then her
betrothed turns out to actually be far worse than his reputation, so
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headstrong Sibyl decides life as a peasant, or even death, would be
preferable to a future with such a despicable man, and makes plans to
run away.On an organized hunt for wolves—or, as the Scots call them,
wulvers—Sybil escapes her fiancé's clutches, only to find she's run into
something far more untamed and dangerous in the middle of the
woods.When a big, brawny, long-haired man, who only speaks to her in
Gaelic and calls himself Raife, simply picks her up and carries her off
with him into the Scottish wild, Sibyl knows she's in trouble.When he
takes her to a place no human has ever been, she knows she's gone over
the edge.And when he, at last, marks her as his own, she discovers that
only one wild heart can claim another.
Legend of the Highland Dragon - Isabel Cooper 2013-12-03
He Guards a Ferocious Secret In Victorian England, gossip is often as
precious as gold. But the Highlanders are a more mysterious bunch. And
if anyone found out that Stephen MacAlasdair really was, he'd be hunted
down, murdered, his clan wiped out. As he's called to London on
business, he'll have to be extra vigilant—especially between sunset and
the appearance of the first evening star. Mina just wanted to find out
more about the arrogant man who showed up in her employer's office.
Some might say it was part of her job. She never thought the stranger
would turn into a dragon right in front of her. Or that he'd then offer her
an outrageous sum of money to serve as his personal secretary. Working
together night and day to track a dangerous enemy, Mina comes to see a
man in love is more powerful and determined than any dragon. "A genrebending, fast-paced whirl with fantastic characters, a deftly drawn plot,
and sizzling attraction."—RT Book Reviews on No Proper Lady, a
Reviewers' Choice Award Winner
Bearing It All - Vonnie Davis 2015-10-27
A Scottish hunter and a French secret agent find themselves on a
collision course with danger—and irresistible desire—in Vonnie Davis’s
new bear-shifting Highlander novel, perfect for fans of Jennifer Ashley
and Shelly Laurenston. In the pine-dense mountains of the Scottish
Highlands, shape-shifter Ronan Matheson is running free when a
desperate woman parachutes out of the sky, directly onto his furry,
powerful chest. Instead of clawing her to death, Ronan’s inner bear longs
to keep her safe. Once he’s back in human form, Ronan is amused by the
mysterious beauty’s fearless attitude—and tempted by her expertly toned
physique. But what could she possibly be doing in this isolated stretch of
the Highlands? French intelligence agent Anisa Brosseau never imagined
she’d be on the CIA’s bad side—until she’s framed for treason and forced
to flee in a stolen drone. Hiding out in a remote cabin, Anisa just needs
some time to clear her name. What she doesn’t need is a brooding,
muscle-bound Scot in a skimpy kilt to drive her crazy with lust. But when
Anisa’s enemies come knocking on his door, Ronan calls on a secret
weapon to protect his turf and the bonny lass he’s come to love. Praise
for Bearing It All “Bearing It All digs its claws into you and never lets go.
This is an outstanding, magical romance!”—Stacey Kennedy, USA Today
bestselling author of the Club Sin series “With sizzling passion and heartpounding intrigue, Bearing It All is delicious romance
perfection!”—Maeve Greyson, author of My Highland Bride “Bearing It
All is my favorite book in the series. It combined drama, an undeniable
attraction, two very stubborn people, and one adorable bear. The
characters were dynamic and the storyline intriguing.”—Hines and
Bigham’s Literary Tryst “A fun bear-shifter romance, set in Scotland with
all that lovely kilt-clad, brogue-speaking goodness we expect from a
Highlander. Our female kicked ass, took names, and made sure to get
cuddle time in with her big bad bear.”—Musings and Ramblings (four
stars) “A wonderfully unique series and story, full of laughter and
lightness, the perfect escape read.”—I Am, Indeed “If you enjoy good
humor and strong-willed characters, I hope you give this story a
try.”—Written Love Praise for the Highlander’s Beloved series “Sexy,
magical, and full of hot, kilted men! The perfect romantic read!”—New
York Times bestselling author Laura Kaye, on A Highlander’s Obsession
“Altogether fun . . . [Vonnie] Davis throws in lots of Scots to give
texture.”—Library Journal, on A Highlander’s Obsession “A sexy power
play between two characters that brought me to tears with laughter and
emotion . . . I’m in love with the Highlander’s Beloved series!”—Awardwinning author Kelly Moran, on A Highlander’s Passion “The beautiful
Highlands, witchcraft, and shifters set the scene for this passionate
tale.”—Fresh Fiction, on A Highlander’s Passion Includes a special
message from the editor, as well as excerpts from other Loveswept titles.
The Dark of Twilight - Kate Danley 2015-05-11
Half a kingdom is marked to turn into wolves at night and half to turn
into wolves during the day, but one girl does not shift and she must save
them all. Aein lost her family when she was a child, and ever since, she
highland-shifters-box-set

dreamed of becoming a soldier to serve the man who saved her. When
that day finally comes and she is sent to patrol the border's swamp, it
seems like her wish has come true. But something bad follows her home.
When Lord Arnkell's wedding is interrupted by a werewolf attack, the
dream shifts into a cursed nightmare... and Aein is the only one awake.
Will she be strong enough to defend the ones she loves? Or will she be
destroyed by the coming darkness? Book One in the complete young
adult Twilight Shifters trilogy.
The Black Rose Chronicles, Deceit and Lies - A. Michaels 2015-08-17
The Black Rose is a highly trained assassin. She is different, exceptional,
and one of a kind. An anomaly, she knows she's the only Witch/Wolf
hybrid left alive. Only two people know the truth about her: her father
and her mentor; her savior, Seth. If anyone even suspected her secret,
she would be hunted down, for her unique DNA is beyond value. She is
strong, fearless and powerful. Rose kills with impunity if the target
deserves such a sentence. Unfortunately, far too many do in this lawless
land filled with Shifters, Vampires, Demons and more. Her latest
assignment has the most powerful Vampire in existence in her
crosshairs, and don't forget the Demon with a hidden agenda. Can Rose
decipher all of the deceit and lies and make the right decision? One that
will literally save the world and all of its inhabitants. Human and
Paranormal alike. Book 1 in New York Times & USA Today Bestselling
Author, A K Michaels' award winning series filled with paranormal
beings in abundance. Shifters, Vampires, Witches, and more are all in
this contemporary fantasy story filled with thrills, excitement and
Paranormal Romance. Reviewers are calling it, "Captivating,"
"Beautifully written," and "A simply brilliant start to an incredible
series."
Silent Vows - Catherine Bybee 2013-01-20
Myra, a medieval virgin druidess, flees five hundred years into the future
to escape death at the hands of a cursed witch. She lands in the arms of
a handsome but cynical twenty-first century cop, Officer Todd Blakely.
He knows Myra is hiding something, but can't resist her innocent
charms. Can Todd be the true white knight she need? Or will magic and
the winds of time tear them apart?
Highland Shifter - Catherine Bybee 2012-02-01
A mysterious Druid book and Helen's sixth sense send her to Scotland in
search of a missing boy. After being attacked by strange men dressed in
medieval garb, a handsome, desirable hero answering to the boy's name
rescues her. No one is more surprised than she to find herself in
sixteenth century Scotland. Unable to deny the reality of time travel,
Helen discovers smoldering passion with a man destined to leave her.
Simon has lived his Druid life in two very different worlds, two vastly
different times, and when Helen practically lands in his lap, he knows his
life is about to change forever. There are enemies in California lying in
wait for her, and an army in Scotland closing in on his family. Simon is
the only person who can protect her. But when she learns his most
guarded secret, will she still want him? Can Helen love a Highland
Shifter?
The Wolves of Craigellen - Ruby Fielding 2016-04-18
How much would you be willing to give up for the one you love?
Available in one volume for the first time: The Wolves of Craigellen Ruby
Fielding's stunning Highland shifter romance trilogy - murder, intrigue
and breathtaking romance in a werewolf series like no other. "An
exciting suspenseful shifter romance... The characters are fantastic... a
must read book!" Roxie's Reviews "This has been truly an amazing story
and I have loved each and every character." Books of Past, Present, and
Future "Just wow! Snow Wolf is the stunning conclusion of the three-part
series... I highly recommend Ruby Fielding's stories." Night Owl Reviews'
Top Pick "No, I'm not scared of a wolf. Believe me: there are far worse
things..." Three full-length novels: Last Alpha He never wanted to fall in
love. She never planned to let him... Jenny Layne has made a career out
of investigating werewolf reports, but every case has only confirmed that
shapeshifters are the stuff of legend or madness. Until now. Billy Stewart
has traveled the world in pursuit of stories of shapeshifters and other
strange phenomena, but the last thing he ever expected to find was love.
Billy is not a man who falls easily, but when he does, it's a force of
nature. As love boils over and the dark secrets buried away in the past
rise to the surface, a night of murder raises the stakes yet higher. By
turns passionate romance and gripping paranormal thriller, Last Alpha
tells the story of two people whose paths collide with earth-shattering
consequences, and asks can Beauty ever really hope to tame the Beast?
Rogue Male She'd always known he was a bit of a rogue, but what if it
was worse than that? So much worse... Skye Parker wasn't that girl. The
one who chases love. The one who puts romance ahead of everything
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else. The one who would travel the length of the country in response to a
throwaway online comment and a whole lot of wishful thinking. Until
now. Iain Logan is most definitely that boy. The wild one. 'Trouble' is not
so much his middle name as something engraved on his heart. He's a
young man with secrets, too. Secrets that make him hold everything at a
distance, even the girl who might just be the love of his life. When he
finds wild wolves near his Highlands home after an absence of close to
three centuries it's a chance to prove himself - if only he can get people
to believe him. But as old friends rebuff him and the dark truth unfolds,
Iain has some tough choices to make. Choices with life-changing
consequences. It would be madness for Skye to fall for him. Dangerous.
But sometimes madness is the most sensible thing of all. Snow Wolf Can
you ever be sure of a shifter's heart? Jenny Layne has her man, but does
she really have his heart? Just when Jenny needs him most, Billy Stewart
has gone missing. Has she scared him away, is he in danger, or has he
succumbed to the call of the wild? As the worst winter in a generation
closes in, the search for Billy rapidly becomes a matter of life or death for him, and for those who seek him. Jenny is the person most likely to
find him, so why does she refuse to join the search? What does she fear
even more than losing the love of her life? She knew love could be tough.
That it was never a smooth ride. That you had to work at it. She knew all
the clichés from friends and books and films. But nothing had prepared
her for this. For being with a man who could both terrify her and make
her melt in a moment. For that moment when you step back from the
relationship and know you should keep on stepping back, turning away,
running as far and as fast as you could. And knowing you never could,
never would
Knights of Stone - Lisa Carlisle 2015-03-24
Gargoyles, tree witches, and wolf shifters have divided the Isle of Stone
after a great battle twenty-five years ago. When Kayla, a tree witch,
hears about the unconventional rock concerts in the gargoyle's territory,
she sneaks from her coven and into their territory to see for herself.
Night after night, she returns to see one in particular shift into human
form and play guitar at these unconventional shows. For several nights,
Mason has kept watch for the pixie-like female. He plans to seduce her,
thinking she's a visitor from another island. When he discovers she's one
of the tree witches, he retreats, attempting to keep his distance. The
temptation is strong, but forbidden. Kayla and Mason attempt to meet in
secret, but other elements on the isle command their attention. A
magical cloak created by the three clans on the island is thinning,
leading to repercussions for all the clans. Kayla and Mason are caught in
the middle of it, and their actions may change the fate for all. This
novella was originally released as part of the USA Today bestselling
Highland Shifters paranormal romance boxed set. "Kayla and Mason fall
in love despite their differences, despite being different. It is a new way
of telling Romeo and Juliet. You cannot be with them because of
something their ancestors did, and the kids saying I do not care about
that, I want to be with them regardless. A lesson many of us need to
learn. I would recommend this book to anyone wanting something a little
different from their normal." 5* from Books and Beyond Fifty Shades "I
love a paranormal book that has multiple beings, in this book there are
Gargoyles, witches and wolf shifters. The plot has twists and turns taking
you through such a unique and mysterious world... Great story, great
characters... Very unique!" Up All Night, Read All Day Book Reviews
Highland Protector - Catherine Bybee 2013-11
Amber MacCoinnich's survival depends on her traveling to the twenty
first century, or so her mother's premonition told her. Death taunts
Amber and offers peace in her endless pain. Without the mysterious
savior her mother spoke of, Amber prepares for death only to wake with
a handsome, dark stranger in her bed.
Rogue Male - Ruby Fielding 2015-10-10
She'd always known he was a bit of a rogue, but what if it was worse
than that? So much worse...Skye Parker wasn't that girl. She never had
been. The one who chases love. The one who puts romance ahead of
everything else. The one who would travel the length of the country in
response to a throwaway online comment and a whole lot of wishful
thinking. Until now. Iain Logan is most definitely that boy. The wild one.
'Trouble' is not so much his middle name as something engraved on his
heart. He's a young man with secrets, too. Secrets that make him hold
everything at a distance, even the girl who might just be the love of his
life. When Iain finds evidence that wolves are running wild near his
Scottish Highlands home after an absence of close to three centuries it's
a chance to prove himself - if only he can get people to believe him. But
as old friends rebuff him and the dark truth unfolds, Iain has some tough
choices to make. Choices with life-changing consequences. It would be
highland-shifters-box-set

madness for Skye to fall for him. Dangerous. But sometimes madness is
the most sensible thing of all. Rogue Male: a gripping paranormal
romantic thriller from the author of Last Alpha. [This novel features the
same setting and some of the same characters as Last Alpha, but can be
read as a standalone novel.]
Highland Shifters: Band 1-3 - Skye MacK 2022
Binding Vows - Catherine Bybee 2013-01-01
Duncan MacCoinnich’s task… Travel to the twenty-first century
Renaissance Faire, deflower the Druid virgins, and go home. Only his job
is not so easily accomplished with the virgin in question, Tara McAllister.
Time is running out. The evil is closing in on them both. Tara finds
Duncan irresistible after what was supposed to be a mock Hand-fasting
binds them. When Duncan whisks her to his home in Scotland she could
accept that. But, can she forgive him for taking away her modern life
when she finds herself in the sixteenth century? And is it love they feel?
Or something else?
A Highland Werewolf Wedding - Terry Spear 2013-05-07
Book 3 in Terry Spear's Highland Wolf Series On The Run... After
werewolves Elaine Hawthorn and Cearnach MacNeill almost have a
head-on collision on a foggy Highland road, they're pretty well stuck with
each other. It'll be hours before anyone can get there to pull his car out
of the ditch and they both have better places to be. And Nowhere to Hide
From Each Other... The sexy little American brings out all of Cearnach's
big bag protective instincts. If she thought she was in trouble before,
Elaine has no idea what kind of complications a hot Scot can cause...
Delightful, steamy, and devilishly funny, join the hundreds of thousands
of readers who already discovered that USA Today bestseller Terry Spear
delivers a sizzle worth howling about. Highland Wolf Series: Heart of the
Highland Wolf (Book 1) A Howl for a Highlander (Book 2) A Highland
Werewolf Wedding (Book 3) Hero of a Highland Wolf (Book 4) A
Highland Wolf Christmas (Book 5) Praise for USA Today bestseller A
SEAL in Wolf's Clothing: "Hot and sexy love scenes, and situational
humor that had me laughing out loud."—Fresh Fiction "A nonstop, actionpacked romance with kick, growls, and sexy attitude."—Long and Short
Reviews "A delightful and tantalizing read. The characters are spirited
and realistic...You'll be captivated."—Thoughts in Progress
Cottage in the Mist - Dee Davis 2016-03-22
Mo Chridhe Gu Bràth. My heart forever. Ancient words, a powerful
legend, a timeless love… Lily Chastain has lost everything—her family,
her inheritance, and her fiancé. Desperate to escape her pain, she heads
for a remote castle in Scotland, but is trapped by a violent storm along
the way. Injured and alone, she is drawn by a lighted cottage in the mist.
What she finds there will change her life forever. Attacked by a vicious
rival and betrayed by someone from his own clan, Bram Macgillivray
finds himself alone and on the run. His father is dead, his holding all but
destroyed. Wanting vengeance, he seeks out the help of his cousins, but
finds instead a beautiful woman who calls to his heart. After losing
herself in an unexpected and wonderful night of sensuality, Lily wakes to
find Bram gone. But even more disturbing, when she leaves the
sanctuary of the cottage, she finds that it has disappeared as well.
Separated by over five hundred years, yet tied together through a magic
stronger than the bonds of time and place, Lily and Bram fight to find
each other again. And as Lily uncovers the secrets of the past, she must
race to find a way back to save the only man she’s ever truly loved.
Cougar's First Christmas (Cascade Shifters #2) - Jessie Donovan
2014-11-06
CASCADE SHIFTERS BOOK 2 Willing to chance arrest and jail time,
cougar-shifter Sean Fisher wants to make human Lauren Spencer his
mate and Christmas is the perfect time to do it. However, on the way to
obtain her parents' approval, a car runs them off the road. When Sean
wakes up, he's tied up and alone, at the mercy of an anti-shifter group.
Six months ago, Lauren never would've pictured herself with a cougarshifter, but Sean was everything she hoped for and was willing to risk it
all to be his mate. Yet when a staged car crash tears him from her side,
Lauren must reach out to his clan--a clan she's never met--for help before
it's too late. Can Lauren and Sean be together for Christmas? Or, will
their differences be too much to overcome and rip them apart? Cascade
Shifters Reading Order: Book #0.5 – Convincing the CougarBook #1 –
Reclaiming the WolfBook #2 – Cougar’s First ChristmasBook #3 –
Resisting the Cougar
Highland Guardian - Melissa Mayhue 2007-10-30
Ian McCullough is neck-deep in his own trouble. A half-mortal
descendant of Faeries, he's been a Guardian for more than six hundred
years, but he's never encountered a woman like Sarah. Assigned to
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protect her, he finds the job tougher than he could have imagined. Oh, he
can handle the stalker, and even the renegade Faeries trying to kidnap
her. But falling in love means forsaking his role as Guardian -- which is
some-thing he could never do. But there is no denying the passion that
exists between two souls fated to be together.
Last Alpha - Ruby Fielding 2017-01-31
He never wanted to fall in love. She never planned to let him. Jenny
Layne has made a career out of investigating werewolf reports, but every
case has only confirmed that shapeshifters are the stuff of legend or
madness. Until now. Lured to a remote Scottish estate to meet a
researcher working on the science behind the werewolf phenomenon,
Jenny finds steadily mounting evidence that something strange is
running wild in the hills. Billy Stewart has traveled the world in pursuit
of stories of shapeshifters and other strange phenomena, but the last
thing he ever expected to find was love. Billy is not a man who falls
easily, but when he does, it is a force of nature. When he meets Jenny he
knows immediately that she is his soulmate, but Jenny is not so sure. Are
his intense feelings for her just some kind of insanity, or is Jenny turning
him away because that's exactly what she always does when a guy gets
interested? By turns passionate romance and gripping paranormal
thriller, Last Alpha tells the story of two people whose paths collide with
earth-shattering consequences. As love boils over and the dark secrets
buried away in Jenny and Billy's past rise to the surface, a night of
murder raises the stakes yet higher. And as she fights for her own
survival, Jenny must face perhaps the biggest question of them all. In
matters of life, death and love, can Beauty ever really hope to tame the
Beast?
The Witch Who Cried Wolf - Sarah Makela 2013-12-02
Be careful what you wish for… A potion gone wrong: Mia Brooks is a
reluctant witch, with powers that she tries to hold in check. But when
her magic gets mixed up, supernatural forces are unleashed and
suddenly she’s being pursued by werewolves—that she didn’t even
realize existed… Hidden emotions: Ethan Parker, Mia’s brother’s best
friend, is home from deployment for the holidays. Mia’s not only hiding
from werewolves, she’s trying to keep her feelings for Ethan secret; it
would be a disaster if he knew she’s been nursing a long-time crush…
The power of love: Things take a terrifying turn when Mia and Ethan are
attacked by a werewolf. Ethan is amazed when Mia reveals her
paranormal prowess as she tries to shield them from danger. But can she
really protect them from the darkness that lurks? And how can he tell her
that, for ages, he’s been denying what he really wants? Mia... The Cry
Wolf series #1 - The Witch Who Cried Wolf (available now) #2 - Cold
Moon Rising (available now) #3 - The Wolf Who Played with Fire
(available now) #4 - Highland Moon Rising (available now) #5 - The
Selkie Who Loved A Wolf (available now) #6 - The Leopard Who Claimed
A Wolf (available now) #7 - TBA (coming March 2020)
Kade: a Wolf's Hunger - A. Michaels 2017-08-29
An out of control Alpha Wolf who is obstinate and won't heed his Beta's
warnings. Kade MacKenzie is hell-bent on feeding the Hunger gnawing
inside him. Stubborn to the core he refuses to believe what's wrong, that
is, until his Wolf decides otherwise.When his best friend, and one of his
Betas, Lennox, reveals the reason for his insatiable Hunger, Kade refuses
to believe him. At first. His beast has other ideas, and soon the Shifter is
on a quest to find the most precious thing in the universe: his soulmate.His decision made, Kade will allow nothing to stand in his way as
he searches for the woman who will change his life forever. Paranormal
beings in abundance in book 2 of New York Times & USA Today
Bestselling Author, A K Michaels' contemporary fantasy series, packed
with thrills, hot Shifters, Alpha males, suspense and loaded with
Paranormal Romance.
Highland Dragon Warrior - Isabel Cooper 2017-09-05
"The mix of hard-headed realism and fantasy in this novel is
enchanting..."—ELOISA JAMES for Barnes and Noble Reviews for
Legend of the Highland Dragon Legend claims When Scotland fell to
English rule The Highland dragons took a vow: Freedom at any price.
The war may be over, but so long as English magic controls the
Highlands, not even a dragon laird can keep his clan safe. What Cathal
MacAlasdair needs is a warrior fierce enough to risk everything, yet
gifted enough to outwit an enemy more monster than man. What he
needs is Sophia. Alchemist Sophia Metzger traveled to Loch Arach in
search of knowledge. She never dreamed she'd learn to do battle, ride
through the stars on the back of a dragon, or catch the eye of a Highland
laird. But as her quest turns to sizzling chemistry and inescapable
danger, she'll soon discover the thrill of being caught in a dragon's
claws... Dawn of the Highland Dragon Series: Highland Dragon Warrior
highland-shifters-box-set
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(Book 1) Highland Dragon Rebel (Book 2) Highland Dragon Master (Book
3) What People Are Saying About Isabel Cooper: "Something magical
happens when elements of romance and fantasy combine. Cooper's
delicious Highland Dragon Rebel has it all, including a strong heroine,
intriguing hero, heated sensuality and thrilling action/adventure." —RT
Book Reviews for Highland Dragon Rebel "Will keep you turning pages
until you reach the very end." —Book Riot for Highland Dragon Master
"Smartly written, fast-paced, and brimming over with magic and
surprises, this is exactly what readers crave." —RT Book Reviews 4 1⁄2
Stars, TOP PICK! for Night of the Highland Dragon
Blood Thorn - A. S. Green 2020-11-16
Stone Cursed - Zodiac Shifters 2018-09-30
Locked in stone. On his night off from sentry duty, gargoyle shifter Alec
heads out for a night flight. When he spots a strange green light, he
soars closer to investigate. And is caught by Medusa's curse... Veda has
had doubts about Kai since they left their coven to seek ley lines in the
Scottish Highlands. When he resorts to dark magic to capture a gargoyle,
she's forced to act. How can she free the gargoyle from his stone prison
without invoking Kai's notorious wrath? Stone Cursed is a standalone
novella in the Highland Gargoyles series. If you're a fan of the Zodiac
Shifter novels, you'll love meeting this Taurus shifter who is as sensual as
he is stubborn. Get it now
Howl for a Highlander - Terry Spear 2013-02-05
Praise for Heart of the Highland Wolf: "Highlanders and werewolves. Be
still my heart!"—The Good, the Bad, and the Unread A Highland Wolf on
a Mission... Duncan MacNeill is hell-bent on catching the thief who's
stolen the clan's fortune and run off to Grand Cayman Island. Duncan has
rarely left his homeland and he couldn't care less about an island
paradise. He never expected to find a beautiful distraction who will show
him just how appealing paradise can be... Meets a Dangerous
Distraction... Lone wolf and botanist Shelley Campbell headed to the
island to study the old growth forests. She didn't count on meeting a
handsome Highlander who can't keep his paws off her. Praise for
Dreaming of the Wolf: "Intense and swoon-inducing...The chemistry is
steamy."—USA Today Happy Ever After "Fascinating characters and an
exciting, action packed plot."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
"Intriguing...The queen of werewolf drama Terry Spear provides a
powerful take of love and war."—Midwest Book Review
Shifter - Angela Knight 2008-03-04
WHEN IT COMES TO SHAPESHIFTING PARANORMAL ROMANCE,
WHO CAN RESIST... New York Times bestselling author Angela Knight,
USA Today bestselling author Lora Leigh, and national bestselling
authors Alyssa Day and Virginia Kantra? Whether transforming under a
blue moon or prowling the streets, the shifters come alive to fulfill the
wildest of fantasies in this seductive anthology by four masters of
paranormal romance.
Highland Destiny - Hannah Howell 2007-07-01
New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell began her longrunning series featuring the beloved Murray clan with this classic love
story of a Scottish hero given a second chance with the one woman who
would never trust him again. Now, learn all about this magnificent family
from the very beginning . . . When destiny brought Sir Balfour Murray
and his wounded brother down the same road as Maldie Kirkaldy, she
offered her services as a nurse even as she tried to deny the desire this
dark-eyed knight had ignited at first sight. Soon they discover that they
both share a mission of vengeance, but Maldie cannot tell him her true
identity—to do so would brand her a spy. Sworn to avenge his family as
chief of the Doncoill Clan, Balfour vows to destroy his greatest foe, with
Maldie at his side. Yet Balfour knows that he can no more afford to trust
her than he can ignore his lust for this sultry beauty. Now, he is not only
determined to unearth her deepest secrets, but also to pursue his
passion for her. And nothing will stand in his way—even if it threatens to
divide his clan…
Last Alpha - Ruby Fielding 2015-06-03
He never wanted to fall in love. She never planned to let him. Jenny
Layne has made a career out of investigating werewolf reports, but every
case has only confirmed that shapeshifters are the stuff of legend or
madness. Until now. Lured to a remote Scottish estate to meet a
researcher working on the science behind the werewolf phenomenon,
Jenny finds steadily mounting evidence that something strange is
running wild in the hills. Billy Stewart has traveled the world in pursuit
of stories of shapeshifters and other strange phenomena, but the last
thing he ever expected to find was love. Billy is not a man who falls
easily, but when he does, it is a force of nature. When he meets Jenny he
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knows immediately that she is his soulmate, but Jenny is not so sure. Are
his intense feelings for her just some kind of insanity, or is Jenny turning
him away because that's exactly what she always does when a guy gets
interested? By turns passionate romance and gripping paranormal
thriller, Last Alpha tells the story of two people whose paths collide with
earth-shattering consequences. As love boils over and the dark secrets
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buried away in Jenny and Billy's past rise to the surface, a night of
murder raises the stakes yet higher. And as she fights for her own
survival, Jenny must face perhaps the biggest question of them all. In
matters of life, death and love, can Beauty ever really hope to tame the
Beast?
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